2001 mercedes s55

Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the S-Class. Overview Overview
Most Popular. S55 AMG 4dr Sedan 5. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Rear wheel
drive Transmission 5-speed shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft
rpm Base engine size 5. Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes Reverse tilt passenger
mirror provides curb view when vehicle in reverse yes 4 one-touch power windows yes remote
keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation clock yes
external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions
Front Seat Dimensions 14 -way power passenger seat yes bucket front seats yes multi-level
heating driver seat yes Front leg room Front hip room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear
shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Length Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Height Wheel
base Width Sponsored cars related to the S-Class. Suspension Suspension four-wheel
independent suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 4 yr. Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4
yr. Rust 4 yr. Roadside Unlimited yr. Inventory See S-Class Inventory. Sign Up. Java Charcoal
Ash Oyster. See S-Class Inventory. Fast, luxurious and technically advanced, the S-Class
should continue to be a favorite of movers and shakers. Large Mercedes sedans have always
been sought-after by the elite. They scream success, are engineered to be driven hard and make
a powerful statement about the owner's financial security. The current S-Class projects
confidence, prestige and good taste. For , Mercedes bumps performance and amenities in the
cylinder-equipped S and offers the sporty S Sporting a coupe-like profile and a traditional
oval-headlight face, the S-Class looks lean and sleek while weighing nearly pounds less than
the previous-generation model. Careful attention to interior packaging gives the current version
a roomy cabin and a large Four models are available: the horspower S, which comes with a 4.
All models are suited up with a fully independent four-link front and five-link rear suspension,
ABS and brake assist which reduces braking distance in panic stops , Electronic Stability
Program ESP and BabySmart child-seat protection. Eight airbags are standard, including two
head-protection curtain airbags and a passenger airbag that deploys with partial or full force,
depending on the car's speed at impact. Another advanced feature is Mercedes' TeleAid
function, which puts a driver in touch with a Protection One representative for help in
emergencies, roadside assistance or general information. A smart cruise control system, called
Distronic, utilizes radar sensors to keep the car at a specified distance from the car in front of it.
When the car you are following slows down, the S-Class automatically cuts power and can even
apply up to 20 percent maximum braking to maintain the specific distances you have set.
Distronic is standard on the S and is optional on V8 models. Non-S55 buyers can still add some
sport to their S-Class by ordering the S-Class Sport package, which includes an aggressive
body kit with an AMG-designed front spoiler, sculpted rocker panels and a new rear apron. AMG
Monoblock inch alloy wheels are also part of the package. Other S-Class features include a
Bose Beta sound system, five-speed automatic transmission, optional ventilated seats that
circulate air through the cushion, and, new this year, Internet access for e-mail junkies on the
go. If you answered yes to any of these questions, then you might need a more secure form of
personal transportation than can otherwise be provided by your average rusted-out '73 Ford
Pinto with broken door locks. You need something big and preferably Teutonic. This should be
a vehicle that you could trust to protect yourself and your family or other blue-suited
government types with sunglasses permanently attached to their heads. You need a vehicle that
can stop attacks ranging from sledgehammer blows to. You need, in fact, a Mercedes-Benz S
Guard. The S Guard is Mercedes' first official factory-offered armored car to be available to the
U. It is not, however, the company's first armored-car product. Mercedes has a long history of
offering factory-built protection vehicles to the rest of the world. A variety of armored cars
became available starting in the mid '60s think the Cold War had anything to do with this? The
main advantage of the S Guard over other modified armored cars is that the S Guard is
purpose-built from the factory. Mercedes starts the armoring process when the car is still a
freshly minted body shell. This allows Mercedes to more fully integrate the armored
components into the car. Specialized technicians are responsible for installing all of the
upgraded and armored components. As such, Mercedes says the effectively hand-built S Guard
takes five times longer to build than a regular S Aftermarket security companies often have to
start with a regular production car, meaning they have to disassemble the vehicle completely,
install the armored components and then put the car back together. Mercedes is quick to point
out that the S Guard is not supposed to be a street-legal version of the M1 Abrams tank. Armor
adds weight, and one of Mercedes' goals for the car is to maintain a high level of handling,
acceleration, braking and stability. The purpose of the armoring is to survive an initial attack,
thereby allowing the car to expedite its occupants safely from a hazardous situation. These
hazardous situations might include carjackings, kidnapping attempts and other types of
street-level violence. To match up against these potential threats, the S Guard's armor meets

the international ballistic protection standard of B4. The B4 rating certifies that the occupants
are safe from all acts of mechanical violence such as hammer or baseball-bat blows and
handgun rounds up to. Mercedes does offer the S Guard with higher levels of protection, but
only in other markets. Buyers in Russia, for instance, can get an S Guard that offers B7
protection, a level that is certified to stop all types of military automatic rifles and most hand
grenade and bomb attacks. Mercedes outfits the S Guard with a variety of components to make
sure it meets B4 certification. Extensive steel armor plating is used for the entire occupant shell,
including the doors, the A-, B- and C-pillars, the roof, the firewall and the rear bulkhead.
Armoring prevents bullets from passing through door locks and the gaps where the doors are
shut. On the doors where metal adjoins window glass, a meticulously tested labyrinth system
prevents bullets from entering the cabin. The windows themselves are composed of thick
multi-layer polycarbonate security glass that does not splinter when hit or shot at. The glass is
amazingly distortion free, and looks completely like normal glass until you power down the
front windows and see that they are about 1 inch thick. Additional security upgrades include
run-flat tires with a tire pressure warning system and an optional self-sealing fuel tank that
resists fuel leaks when punctured by small-arms fire. To compensate for the additional weight
that the armoring adds, the S Guard has reinforced suspension components and upgraded
brakes. Because of the aforementioned purpose of being an escape vehicle and not a tank,
Mercedes does not provide armor protection for the engine or the trunk. The S Guard weighs
pounds more than a regular S, a weight equal to carrying four or five adult occupants. Mercedes
says more weight would degrade handling and acceleration too much. Additionally, it is highly
unlikely a bullet fired into the engine compartment would disable the engine immediately. The
rest of the S Guard is surprisingly stock. In fact, from the outside, it is exceptionally hard to tell
the difference between a regular S and the Guard edition. External dimensions and body panel
styling between the two are nearly identical. About the only cues are the Guard's special wheels
for the run-flat tires and its lack of a sunroof. No sunroof is offered on the Guard because it is
considered too much of a security risk. Tele Aid, Mercedes' emergency calling system, is
standard equipment. To see if all of these additions changed the S's character, we were given a
chance to briefly compare an S to an S Guard. If you open the doors, the additional heft of the
steel armor is quickly apparent. But once safe and snug inside the cabin, the Guard seems
exactly the same as any other S-Class. All of the trim and controls are the same. In terms of
handling, the Guard simply feels stiffer and heavier. It does not roll excessively, and ride quality
is still quite acceptable. Mercedes says that the S Guard's additional weight adds about one
second to its zero-to mph acceleration time and about 5 feet to its to-zero mph braking time. The
car's top speed is still mph. In terms of a factory-built armored car that is covered by the factory
warranty, the S Guard's only competition is the BMW iL or iL Protection. Both the Mercedes and
the BMW offer similar levels of ballistic protection and feature content. But as the saying goes,
if you have to ask, you can't afford it. This is a real armored car for a world with real threats.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find
savings on the S-Class for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first
to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Feature- and
luxury-laden, the S-Class makes for an attractive executive conveyance. One new model debuts
this year with the S The S gets a powerful cylinder engine along with standard Active Body
Control and Internet access to keep up with life in the techno-savvy 21st century. Read more.
Write a review See all 35 reviews. Ultimate Driving Machine. Overall, it's great vehicle and a
huge conversation piece. Great speed and handling! Love the outside sport look and the large
room compared to my previous BMW cars. Will keep it for sure. It had 66, miles on it when I
purchased it from a dealer and was in great shape cosmetically. It is a powerful fun car to drive
and I like the body style and the interior room but I am thinking strongly about trading it for a
Lexus. Read less. As my first luxury car, I guess I jumped ahead. But I couldn't resist when I
first drove it. In and out it has everything I could want. The seats look hand made with high
quality leather, which gives it a great feel to it. If you love attention this a the car for you. Write a

review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Please answer the following questions: Are you
important? Do people wearing ski masks have a propensity to discharge firearms in your
general direction? Do you make a lot of money? Do people want to get your money? Do you
collect your paycheck from a government agency that officially doesn't exist? Sponsored cars
related to the S-Class. Sign Up. This Mercedes -Benz S Visit U Car Connect online at to see
more pictures of this vehicle or call us at today to schedule your test drive. Vehicle Options.
Visit Frontier Motor Cars Inc online at to see more pictures of this vehicle or call us at today to
schedule your test drive. Super clean Mercedes S55 amg with only 31k original miles. There is
no rust. There are a few small dents on driver rear door but nothing Outstanding design defines
the Ford Taurus Simply a great car This 4 door sedan provides exceptional value All of the
premium features expec. This is one of the best mid-sized sedans on the market. It is a well
balance veh. Really good car, it is a daily driver, so miles will go. Blk and chrome 18 in rims.
Vtec engine runs smooth. The vehicle is clean inside and out. It runs great but. Check out this
Nissan Altima S. Its transmission and Gas I4 2. This Nissan Altima comes equipped with thes.
Visit Economy Auto Sales online at to see more pictures of this vehicle or call us at today to
schedule your test drive. Check out this White Kia Rio Base with 44, miles. Nbsp nbsp nbsp
nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp
nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp. Low miles for price and year. Vehicle starts
right up, but has some rust in the body. Clean carfax. One owner and recent lexus of edison
trade. All the right ingredients Super Low Miles If you want an amazing deal on an amazing car
that will not. Get notified when we have new listings available for mercedes s We use cookies to
personalize your experience. More info. Trovit Mercedes S-Class mercedes s X x Receive the
latest car listings by email. Receive new listings by email mercedes s By creating this email
alert, you agree to our Terms and our Privacy Policy. You can unsubscribe at any time. Year No
minimum No maximum Number of doors No minimum 2 3 4 5. No maximum 2 3 4 5. Reduced
Price! Similar searches " mercedes s55": mercedes s amg , mercedes s amg package sedan ,
mercedes maybach s , s v mercedes , s mercedes white sedan , certified mercedes s 4matic
Report View car. Check price. We've found this cars you might be interested in. NetLook 24
days ago. X Get notified when we have new listings available for mercedes s55 x Receive the
latest car listings by email. Manage my alerts. Trovit by:. Our search engines. Follow us.
Download the app. More info Disagree Agree. Tell us how we can improve. It was when
Mercedes-Benz and tuning partner AMG turned the first of what has become a string of highly
prized super cars loose on American highways. That car was the C36, and the limited number
produced were quickly gobbled up. In fact the collaboration has been so successful that
Mercedes now owns AMG and together they produce an AMG-tuned offering for every class,
including the S class. But does the old AMG magic work on super size sedans too? What you
have in this Mercedes-Benz S55 is a 4, pound luxury car equipped with just about every power
doo-dad and posh accouterment known to man. It has enough interior space to ably provide
limousine service for board meetings and prom weekends. It also sprints to 60 in under 6
seconds, 5. And the quarter mile passed in Sparking the magic is a 5. They all utilize an AMG
designed pressure cast aluminum block for foundation. With a balanced forged crankshaft and
lightweight modular camshafts activating 3 valves per cylinder inside, topped by a dual
resonance intake manifold. It also gets the S55 low emissions vehicle status. Power comes on
hard right from the get-go and the torque reaches its peak at an ideal rpm. The broad, flat torque
curve nourishes the 5-speed, driver-adaptive automatic transmission Shifts, via full auto
operation or Touch Shift manual mode, are smooth but still maintain enough crispness to
ensure a minimal amount of power loss when gear changes occur. Because they make up what
Mercedes calls its Active Body Control suspension. This oft-explained set up, with its electro
hydraulic controlled, servo-driven gas shocks, eliminates up to 68 percent of body roll. Or if
your prefer, up to 95 percent by selecting the sport mode with the dash-mounted switch. This
fully independent system also uses upper and lower control arms and coil springs up front, and
the by now familiar 5-link set up under the rear. But the ABC system negates the need for
stabilizer bars. And as promised, it also negates just about every trace of body roll normally
associated with our low speed slalom. Leaving the S55 feeling very balanced and poised. For a
two-ton 4-door with a truck-like But we can understand that some owners might feel the car is
so massive that they may not feel comfortable pushing it hard. And there are the large 13 inch
vented and drilled rotors at the corners that we found equally reassuring when bringing us
down from 60 in a very stable and controlled feet. Again the ABC suspension virtually
eliminates unwanted body movement so rather than diving under heavy braking, the S55 feels
as though it just squats in place. ABS and Brake Assist lend a hand too. On the safety side, the
S55 offers more air bags than a congressional hearing, including a head protection curtain.

While Tele Aid keeps emergency services at your fingertips. Rear seat accommodations are
comfortable and as we noted, very spacious, with enough real room for 3 adultâ€¦ wrestlers.
And with The S55 carries an adult size price too. But if the successful collaboration with partner
AMG continues to flourish, the definition of luxury performance is going to change for good.
Sponsored By:. Watch Full Episodes. Vital Statistics Engine: 5. Find Showtimes. In the Swabian
region of Germany, understatement is a way of life. When something is very good, they shrug
their shoulders and murmur "nicht schlecht," not bad. Due to go on sale in the United States
this fall, they increase the AMG-enhanced lineup from two models to five. And there isn't a dog
in the pack. The heart of any AMG automobile is the engine: hand-assembled and signed by the
craftsman who created it. The all-aluminum powerplant has a bore of 97mm and a 92mm stroke,
achieving a near "square" dimension, ideal in a road car engine. Such a configuration is the
best balance between allowable valve size and piston speed. Oil sprayed onto the underside of
the pistons helps cool them, while the 50 percent reduction in piston-ring tension decreases the
internal "drag" of the engine, improving fuel economy as well as unlocking power. The biggest
gun in the lineup is the S55 AMG, a steroid-laced version of the top shelf four-door S sedan. The
5. With lb-ft of torque at rpm and maintaining plateau flatness until revs, the big guy steps away
smartly, 60 mph showing in a tick under 6 seconds, so says AMG. The tachometer wastes little
time swinging to the rpm redline when the five-speed automatic transmission smoothly snaps
into the next gear. Riding on inch rubber, top speed is electronically limited to mph, as it is on
all AMG products. Exceptionally roomy, the complex interior is a wonderful environment to
watch the world whisper past. The AMG mods strip away some of the intrinsic, insulating nature
of the auto and sends more information to the driver. So when you dive into that corner hotter
than planned, the S55 will more clearly communicate the laws of physics. The exhaust note is a
rich, deep V-8 rumble, rising to a snarl when the tach needle lives in the upper range, reason
enough to drive with the windows down. With identical power ratings as the sedan, its
performance is on a par with its stablemate. With discreet body additions front, rear, and on the
rocker panels, the elegant lines ooze presence squared. While rear-seat room is sparse, front
occupants are coddled in fragrant leather and polished woods. Not a bad place to be as you
dive into the first turn at Hockenheim racetrack, or your favorite sweeper on the way home.
Fitted with Mercedes ' ABC stability program, the suspension resists body motions that could
be perceived as excessive. Body roll, front dive, and rear squat under heavy throttle are all
dampened to minimize discomfort. Under hard cornering, the weight of the vehicle becomes
apparent, the suspension working hard to reduce oversteer. After coming into the pits after
repeated hot laps on the track, the smell of hard-working brakes reminds you that the CL is no
lightweight. The horse 4. A six-speed, sequential transaxle gearbox snaps off full-throttle
upshifts with lighting speed. With such a large engine in the relatively light body, this is the
fastest production Mercedes-Benz in the company's history. Mash it, and the CLK flat hunkers
down, testing the traction control every minute. From rest to 60 takes just a breath over 5
seconds, the five-speed automatic transmission holding the gear until redline. Speaking of
transmissions, the five-speed autobox out of the M-B cylinder cars is used due to its durability
under serious torque. The calibration of the transmission has been modified to meet AMG's
needs, staying in a gear longer when lifting the throttle helps the driver use the engine for
braking. It senses the current driving style and changes its shift characteristics to suit; soft
shifts during leisurely driving, but snapping into gear when the driving style turns aggressive.
The torque converter has a special lock-up that engages in third, fourth, and fifth gears to aid in
fuel economy. The CLK's behavior at speed is solid. The ride might be perceived as too firm to
some, but it does help communicate what the chassis is doing. The larger S55 and CL55 are
less aggressively suspended. The overall intensity level, raised several notches in the sedan
and big coupe, is bumped up a bit higher in the CLK. No wonder this model has served as the
F-1 safety car, and is the basis for the company's DTM racer. AMG has grown steadily since to
the point that Mercedes-Benz brought the firm into the corporate fold in With five vehicles in its
current lineup with a sixth, in the form of a supercharged 3. Pricing for this trio demonstrates
that premium performance comes at a premium price. As you'd expect, each comes virtually
fully equipped, with no options. Production will be limited; it's doubtful Mercedes will bring
more than units per year of each into this country. So if you want one, speak quickly-or risk
having to drive an average car. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. David Newhardt
writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. That's right. BMW's corporate reasoning seems to
be that the folks who go about their high-end business in high-end rides such as this one aren't
interested in boyish stuff like increased roll stiffness, enhanced grip, and more thrust. Mercedes
figuredâ€”correctlyâ€”that these interests do not necessarily evaporate as a result of advanced
socioeconomic station or the accumulation of years. The Benz crew also figured this was a
chance to one-up its hot-rod rivals from BMW. Which is what the S55 AMG is all about. On the

other hand, BMW does offer a Sport package for the 7-series that includes more aggressive
tires, stiffer suspension tuning, and on the i, a lower final drive to enhance getaway. The last
7-series sedan to pass our way, a iL "The Dowsters," November , lacked the lower final drive
and required 7. The S55 hit these same marks in 5. Even at that elevated avoirdupois, the S55 is
54 pounds lighter than its BMW rival, but that's not the prime element in its lively response to
the spur. The AMG edition gets there quicker thanks to more motorâ€” horsepower and
pound-feet of torque from the same 5. That's 52 more horsepower and 52 more pound-feet than
the 5. The lordly S, with its hp, 5. Which brings us to the agility issue. As is true of the other
AMG massages, there's more to the S55 than enhanced muscle. Specifically, there's more
tire-contact patch and less sidewall to flex. Our S55 tester turned in an impressive series of to-0
stops within a couple feet of and recorded 0. A quartet of computer-controlled hydraulic servos
rides atop each coil spring. When the system's 13 sensors detect and interpret body
motionsâ€”dive, squat, rollâ€”the servos effectively increase appropriate spring rates to keep
the car level. ABC operates full time and includes a "sport" setting that reduces body roll by as
much as 95 percent 68 percent in the normal setting. Replacing conventional anti-roll bars, ABC
performs essentially as advertised, but its response time isn't quite as quick as Mercedes would
like to believe. Even though the system is capable of updating every 10 milliseconds, there's
still a small but discernible lag in the car's responses during slam-bang transitions, such as the
fast uphill turns leading to the Watkins Glen back straight, or the do
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wnhill esses at Road Atlanta. On the other hand, even though this is perhaps the least
aggressive of the AMG packages, the S55 delivers a level of performance that's unique in the
realm of luxury sedans. As is often the case, we wish it weighed a little less; all that mass
inevitably retards cornering speeds and transient responses. But for covering long hauls in
short orderâ€”and in high styleâ€”it just doesn't get much better than this. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and
Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of From the
September issue of Car and Driver. The Best and Fastest Sedans. Expand Collapse. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

